
THE POWER OF BRANDING



By harnessing the power of strong brands–those of corporations and our own museums–
how are membership programs able to grow in size and stature? An examination of recent 
projects at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.

• Introduction
• Recent projects
• How can Membership fit in?
• Learning points
• Discussion



“The Guggenheim is at the forefront [of museum branding]… What the Guggenheim 
understands is that each of its museums must embody the Foundation’s original goals and 
must embody the attributes that are true and unique to the Guggenheim brand.

“From a cultural arts branding view, the Guggenheim has always held a fascinating place. On 
the one hand, it stands for authenticity, being a collections visionary, iconic architecture, 
world-wide presence, and non-profit entrepreneurialism. On the other hand–for some–it 
stands for crass commercialism, selling-out, and breaking the rules…”

www.artsbranding.org
The Guggenheim–Leveraging their brand
by James M. McNamara, Feb 28, 2011 



“…So what enables the Guggenheim to do what it does with its famous brand?... Authenticity 
is certainly part of it,… fabulous modern and contemporary art collections, and the iconic, 
often avant-garde, architecture. Another aspect is the Foundation’s vision for the mark it 
wants to leave on the world through its museums. And, an important aspect is the business 
savvy that the Foundation brings to the table that…has now taken on more of a licensing and 
management model.

“…Effective branding is honed over time and reflects the original premise, the original idea, 
the reason for being. Showcasing contemporary art in 1939 was certainly risky, envelope-
pushing, and trail-blazing at the time–attributes that are still endemic to the Guggenheim 
brand today.”





• November 2010, Date TBC 2012
• “Conceived as an effort to surface the video gems that lie at the intersection of creativity
and technology.” Ed Sanders, YouTube Senior Marketing Manager
• 25 videos by 39 artists from 14 countries selected from 23,358 online submissions by 
an international jury
• Live programming and a dedicated channel at YouTube.com/Play
• Involved every department of the museum plus 2 temp full-time staff



“The Guggenheim, YouTube, and HP share a view that creative online video is one of the 
most compelling and innovative opportunities for personal expression today.”

Richard Armstrong, Director, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and Foundation

“The power of YouTube and the reputation of the Guggenheim form the perfect stage for 
the artistic expression possible on PCs.”

Tracey Trachta, Director of Marketing Communications Initiatives, 
Personal Systems Group, HP 



http://youtu.be/NDv4oPpj8vs



A mobile laboratory that will travel to nine major cities worldwide over six years. Led by 
international, interdisciplinary teams of emerging talents in the areas of urbanism, 
architecture, art, design, science, technology, education, and sustainability, the BMW 
Guggenheim Lab addresses issues of contemporary urban life through programs and public 
discourse. Its goal is the exploration of new ideas, experimentation, and ultimately the 
creation of forward-thinking solutions for urban life.

Cycle 1
• New York City, August–October 2011
• Berlin, Spring 2012
• Mumbai, late 2012



“Never before has our company been involved in a collaboration of this scale with a cultural 
institution. 

“I could not think of a greater project than the BMW Guggenheim Lab to coincide with the 
40th anniversary of our international cultural engagement. [Guggenheim Director] Richard 
Armstrong has rightly called our joint activity an ʻadventure.ʼ At BMW, we are fond of 
adventures. With the esteemed Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and Foundation at our 
side, we are eager to engage together in a multidisciplinary worldwide dialogue to confront 
todayʼs issues, from questions of sustainability and architecture to those of engineering and 
science.”

Frank-Peter Arndt, member of the Board of Management, BMW AG



First Park | Houston at 2nd Avenue
A New York City Parks property 







http://www.bmwguggenheimlab.org



How can Membership fit in?

1.Getting a seat at the table
2.Sharing Resources
3.Scaling Down 



Branding Membership

• Intimate; Family: JOIN US
• Art, Architecture, and Innovation
• Supporting emerging artists, education, and conservation
• Key Benefits:

• Skip the lines
• Guest tickets
• Evening parties











In Print
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Online 



Learning Points: Pros 

• Paying attention to issues of branding brings in new audiences, for Membership and to 
the museum in general
• Members get to feel they are part of a more exciting institution
• By getting involved in or borrowing branded projects, Membership can provide a more
active, dynamic program without spending additional dollars



Learning Points: Cons

• Engaging members in a one-off project does not necessarily promote long-term
commitment; focusing on the big bang can lead to ignoring the slow burn
• Big, corporate projects give the impression that the museum might not need additional 
support
• Without additional resources, Membership has to struggle to keep up with corporate
budgets and deadlines



Discussion…

THE ART OF COLOR.
THE COLORS OF ART.


